The JLE Initiative

The Challenge
- Navy Construction Force units deploying to AFG experienced steep learning curve under Army support

The Team
- OPNAV N41
- Army G4
- NECC
- 1NCD

The Solution
- Phase 1: Army Mobile Training Team
- Phase 2: NCR Annex D
- Phase 3: Structured Pre-deployment Training
Network the Enterprise
- Data Philosophy and Architecture
- Process Clarity and Transparency

Optimize the Enterprise
- Global Processes and Accountability
- Support Network Synergy; common outcomes

Position, Deliver & Sustain Operations
- Global Risk and Global Response
- Global Control

Maritime Support to JFC Freedom of Action
CNO Quote:

“Total ownership costs are part of my requirements and acquisition decisions – we will not buy a ship if it is unaffordable today and we will not buy it if it will be unaffordable over its lifetime.”

Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Gary Roughead

(CNO quote from Remarks as delivered at the Surface Navy Association Symposium Banquet, January 14, 2010. Secretary quote from statement before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense, March 17 2010.)
Questions?